
Infant's Bib Pattern 02

I edited this pattern from my collection of vintage patterns to include information 
about the original thread and where to buy substitutions. I also included a pattern 
using UK terms for all my overseas friends. This is a vintage pattern and out of 
copyright in the US. Feel free to use it any way you want. You may edit it, change it, 
and create items for both personal and business uses. The only thing I ask is that 
you not include my edited portion in any books you offer for sale.

MATERIALS REQUIRED—American Threadcompany
Sillateen Sansil.

2  Balls White or Colors.
Steel Crochet Hook No. 10 (1.30mm).
For this size hook, I'd use 
SIZE 30 Super fine
DMC brand.  I have seen this at Michaels. Herrschner'scarries nine colors of this 
thread. This is a cotton thread so if you want more colors, you would need to use 
fabric dye or paint
Pattern in US terms.
Ch 113, turn and work 112 sc on ch, break thread.
2nd Row—Fasten thread in 28th st and work 1 sc in each of the next 28 sts, 3 
sc in next st, 1 sc in each of the next 28 sts (taking up back loop of st only 
throughout), ch 1, turn.
3rd Row—1 sc in each sc.
4th Row—1 sc in each sc to center, 3 sc in center st, 1 sc in each remaining st,
 ch 1, turn.
Repeat 3rd and 4th rows until there are 21 ribs, break thread.
Work 2 rows of sc around entire bib taking up both loops.
Next Row—Ch 4, dc in same space, ch 1, dc in same space, ch 1, dc in same 
space, *ch 1 skip 2 sc, sc in next sc, ch 1, skip 2 sc, 4 dc with ch 1 between in 
next sc, and repeat from * all around. 
At back ends of bib and wherever necessary skip 1 sc between scallops to 



keep work flat.
Pattern in UK terms.
Ch 113, turn and work 112 dc on ch, break thread.
2nd Row—Fasten thread in 28th st and work 1 dc in each of the next 28 sts, 3 
dc in next st, 1 dc in each of the next 28 sts (taking up back loop of st only 
throughout), ch 1, turn.
3rd Row—1 dc in each dc.
4th Row—1 dc in each dc to center, 3 dc in center st, 1 dc in each remaining 
st, ch 1, turn.
Repeat 3rd and 4th rows until there are 21 ribs, break thread.
Work 2 rows of dc around entire bib taking up both loops.
Next Row—Ch 4, tr in same space, ch 1, tr in same space, ch 1, tr in same 
space, *ch 1 skip 2 dc, dc in next dc, ch 1, skip 2 dc, 4 tr with ch 1 between in 
next dc, and repeat from * all around. 
At back ends of bib and wherever necessary skip 1 dc between scallops to 
keep work flat.


